In this short review, the applications of Monte Carlo simulations to the study of the adsorption and diffusion of hydrocarbons in zeolites are discussed. We focus on those systems for which the conventional molecular simulation techniques, molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo, are not sufficiently efficient. In particular, to simulate the adsorption and diffusion of long-chain hydrocarbons, novel Monte Carlo techniques have been developed. Here we discuss configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC). CBMC was developed to compute the thermodynamic properties. KMC is applied to compute transport properties. The use of these methods is illustrated with examples of technological importance.
Introduction
diffusion of these molecules. Finally, we discuss some applications of these techniques in the context of the Zeolites are microporous materials that can form a one-, adsorption and diffusion of molecules adsorbed in zeolites. two-, or three-dimensional framework. These types of
In particular, we discuss some applications in which such materials are used as catalysts in many petrochemical simulations have helped us to obtain a better understanding processes. A typical catalytic application is dewaxing, in of these materials. which long-chain alkanes (waxes) are converted into the more valuable branched isomers. Other applications involve separation, using, for example, a zeolite membrane 2. Conventional molecular simulations as a molecular sieve. The behaviour of molecules adsorbed in the pores of a zeolite is difficult to study experimentally.
Several molecular simulation techniques have been used Most experiments yield important macroscopic data, for to study adsorption in zeolites. The earlier studies used example heats of adsorption or adsorption isotherms, from Molecular Mechanics to study the conformation or docking which one can only indirectly extract molecular inforof molecules. From a computational point of view such mation on these adsorbed molecules. Therefore, molecular simulations are relatively simple since they only involve simulation is an attractive alternative to obtain such the conformation of the molecule with the lowest energy. information.
From a Statistical Thermodynamics point of view such a In this short review we discuss recent developments in conformation corresponds to the equilibrium distribution at the use of Monte Carlo schemes to study adsorption and T 5 0 K, where entropy effects do not play a role. All diffusion in zeolites. We focus on configurational-bias applications of zeolites, however, are at elevated temperaMonte Carlo (CBMC) and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC).
tures. Simulations under these conditions require the use of As we will show in the next section the conventional molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo techniques. For such simulation techniques (molecular dynamics and Monte simulations, one needs to sample many millions of conCarlo) are not sufficiently efficient to simulate long-chain figurations, which requires much more CPU time. hydrocarbons. The CBMC technique was developed to Because of the CPU requirement, most of the systems compute the thermodynamic properties of chain molecules that have been studied by Monte Carlo techniques and efficiently, while kinetic Monte Carlo is used to study the molecular dynamics concern the adsorption of noble gases or methane. Only a few studies of ethane or propane have been published. Only very recently have computers be-only small molecules have been studied becomes clear Monte Carlo simulation. In such a simulation, one imposes from the work of June et al. [3] , in which molecular the temperature and chemical potential and computes the dynamics was used to investigate the diffusion of butane average number of particles in the (periodically) repeated and hexane in the zeolite silicalite. June et al. showed that zeolite crystal. It is important to note that, in such a the diffusion of butane from one channel of the zeolite into simulation, the number of particles is not fixed but varies another channel is very slow compared with the diffusion during the simulation. In such a simulation, one therefore of bulk butane. As a consequence, many hours of superhas to perform Monte Carlo moves which attempt to add computer time were required to obtain reliable results. In or to remove particles. To apply such a simulation for a addition, diffusion decreases significantly with increasing long-chain alkane, one has to be able to insert such a chain length.
molecule into a zeolite. In the Introduction we have seen The above example illustrates the fundamental problem that such moves are impossible to perform by a convenof molecular dynamics. In a molecular dynamics simula- . Smit and Siepmann can observe that, out of 1000 attempts to move a methane estimated that, for the adsorption of dodecane in silicalite, molecule to a random position in the zeolite, 999 attempts a CBMC simulation can be up to 10-20 orders of will be rejected because the methane molecule overlaps magnitude (!) more efficient than conventional techniques with a zeolite atom. If we were to perform a similar move [8] . In the next section, we demonstrate that this enormous with an ethane molecule, we would need 100031000 increase in efficiency allows us to perform simulations that attempts to have one that was successful. Clearly, this were considered impossible only 10 years ago. random insertion scheme will break down for any but the smallest alkanes.
Monte Carlo simulation of chain molecules
It may not be obvious why we need efficient Monte Carlo methods to simulate chain molecules. In general, a molecular dynamics approach is much easier to generalise to complex molecules. An example of an experiment that is 'impossible' to simulate using molecular dynamics is the computation of an adsorption isotherm. One needs a reservoir that is in open contact with a zeolite. For longchain hydrocarbons, equilibration in the laboratory may take hours or even several days. It would be very impractical to mimic this experiment with a simulation. Even if one would have the patience to wait several million years before our computer experiment is equilibrated, one has to Most simulations have been performed on rigid zeolites, i.e. the atoms of the zeolite do not move during a simulation. This assumption reduces the CPU time significantly. It seems that for static properties, heats of adsorption, Henry coefficients, or adsorption isotherms, this may be a reasonable assumption. Most results reported for rigid zeolite lattices do not give a clear indication that this assumption may not hold. However, it is well known that adsorbents may induce phase transitions in the structure of the zeolite. Therefore, this clearly indicates that, eventually, one has to use a fully flexible zeolite. In addition, for dynamic properties, such as a diffusion coefficient, this assumption may lead to serious errors. The diffusion of bulky molecules (branched alkanes) may involve hopping over free energy barriers. The height of such a free energy barrier may be significantly lower if a The adsorbed molecules are often described with a united atom model. For example, in a hydrocarbon the CH, CH , and CH groups are considered as single united more easily related to the activated jump processes of 2 3 atoms. Despite the simplification these models do very molecules. In other experimental procedures, the self-* well in reproducing the thermodynamic data of liquid diffusivities D are measured under equilibrium conditions hydrocarbons [9] . Also, one has to keep in mind that such by microscopic techniques, viz. quasielastic neutron scata model has its limitations. For example, it is well known tering and pulsed field gradient NMR [**10,18]. that a united atom model of an alkane cannot reproduce the In this review we focus on the applications of Monte experimental crystal structure. Details on the parameters of Carlo methods. In particular, we discuss the insights the various models can be found in Ref. [**7] .
provided by KMC simulations in describing zeolite diffusion. For the applications of molecular dynamics we refer to Ref. [13] . A KMC simulation is not based on a 4. Kinetic Monte Carlo molecular model (force field), but on a course-grained description. The pore space through which molecules In the previous section we focussed on the thermodiffuse is simplified to a lattice, consisting of a grid of dynamic properties of chain molecules adsorbed in zeolsorption sites, which are connected by bonds. As an ites. For many applications, insight into the dynamic example we show the KMC setup for silicalite-1 in Fig. 2 , properties is also important, for example particularly in where the large black spheres represent the intersection catalytic reactions and separation processes [**10] . A sites. Molecules occupy a certain fraction u of the sites, variety of models and techniques have been used to and are assumed to hop from site to site, normally along describe diffusion within zeolites, ranging from phebonds connecting neighboring sites. A sufficiently large nomenological models, such as Fick's law of diffusion, number of molecular trajectories is followed, and statistics irreversible thermodynamics and the Maxwell-Stefan for quantities of interest are collected after the system has formulation, to Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations and equilibrated. Diffusivities and other properties are then Molecular Dynamics [**10,**11,12,13]. Additionally, calculated based on ensemble averaged statistics. Since transition path sampling and infrequent event simulation this is a coursed-grained description there is no unique techniques have been used for estimation of the zerorecipe of how to map a zeolite onto a lattice model. loading diffusivities [14] [15] [16] .
Depending on the system and the properties of interest, Different diffusion coefficients are defined for different other mappings of silicalite-1 can be introduced. applications [**17] . For the design of separation and reaction equipment, the transport, or Fick, diffusivity is required. The Fick diffusivity D is measured under nonequilibrium conditions in which finite gradients of molecu- 
Applications

. Adsorption isotherms of pure components
Carlo simulation can contribute to the understanding of permeation through membranes. A description of permeaIn the Introduction we indicated that an important tion through membranes requires knowledge of the fluxes advantage of the Monte Carlo technique is the possibility as a function of the concentration of the molecules. to perform simulations in the Grand-canonical ensemble.
Krishna and Wesselingh [**17] have shown that the fluxes This ensemble allows us to simulate an adsorption isocan be described using the Maxwell-Stefan equation, therm efficiently. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of simulated which relates the fluxes to the diffusion coefficient and the and experimental adsorption isotherms of linear and brangradient of the chemical potential. This relation tells us ched alkanes in the zeolite silicalite. The agreement is that we need to know the chemical potential as a function surprisingly good; the simulations reproduce all the qualiof the loading of the molecules in the zeolite. To be more tative features found in the experiments.
precise, one needs to know the loading of each individual The simulations made it possible to give a molecular component. For pure components there are not many explanation of the steps in the adsorption isotherms. For experimental adsorption isotherms, and for mixtures it is example, Smit and Maesen [19] relate the plateau in the even worse. There are simply many more mixtures one has adsorption isotherm of heptane to a commensurate freezing to measure at various compositions, compared to pure of the hydrocarbons induced by the zig-zag channels of the components. Also, the conventional way to measure an zeolite. The plateau of the branched alkanes was shown to adsorption isotherm is to monitor the weight increase of be related to the preference of these molecules for the the sample as a function of the pressure. This is not intersections of the zig-zag and straight channels of this sufficient for a mixture, and one has to perform an zeolite [**7] . If all intersections are occupied, an additionadditional experiment to measure the composition of the al molecule has to reside on a less favourable position, and adsorbed molecules. Therefore, most estimations of perhence requires a higher pressure.
meation are based on experimental Henry coefficients of The good agreement of the simulated adsorption isothe pure components. therms with the experimental ones is an encouraging result Fig. 4 shows pure component isotherms and a mixture since experimental adsorption isotherms are not readily isotherm for a mixture of linear and branched isomers. At available for a given zeolite under a given condition. These low pressures the adsorption isotherm is simply the sum of results show that one can obtain a reasonable estimate the pure component isotherms. At elevated pressures, from a molecular simulation. However, it is important to point out that most simulations have been performed for silicalite, for which the potentials have also been developed. Unfortunately, there are not many experimental adsorption isotherms of other all-silica zeolites. It is therefore not known how accurately these simulations extrapolate to other zeolites. however, one observes that the branched alkane is expelled 5.4. Transport, jump and self-diffusivities from the zeolite. For permeation through a membrane of a mixture of these components, these results indicate an
The KMC simulations allows us to compare the trans-* enhancement of the selectivity by a factor of 20 compared port (D), jump (D « ) and self-diffusivities (D ) for 2 to what one can predict on the basis of the pure commethyl-hexane in silicalite-1. The results of Paschek and ponents. In fact, these observations indicate that such Krishna [22] are shown in Fig. 5 . We first note that the mixture effects can be used for a novel concept to separate jump and self-diffusivities decrease with increasing loadmixtures of hydrocarbons [20] .
ing. Indeed, KMC simulations provide a convenient way to determine the loading dependence of the diffusivities for various topologies. For 2MH in silicalite, the jump dif-5. 3 . Structure of zeolites fusivity D « shows a linear dependence on the fractional vacancy (1 2 u ) and the transport, D, is seen to be An exciting application of advanced Monte Carlo methindependent of occupancy. It is a characteristic of KMC ods was developed by Falcioni and Deem [**21] . The simulations that the diffusivities reduce to zero when the interesting aspect is that their method, from a technical zeolite is totally occupied. In practice, diffusivities do not point of view, is similar to the methods discussed in this reduce to zero because other phenomena such as collective review. However, Falcioni and Deem did not consider a diffusion play a role; these cannot be handled within the molecular model of a zeolite. Their application involves KMC framework. From Fig. 5 we note that the self-* determining the crystal structure of a zeolite when there is diffusivity D values are lower than those for jump insufficient experimental data to use conventional techdiffusivity; this difference is entirely due to the correlation niques. There are about 118 different known zeolite effects associated with molecular jumps and can be structures. But many more zeolite structures are theoretmodelled within the Maxwell-Stefan description with the ically possible. If one makes a new zeolite, one often has a aid of exchange coefficients [22] . Such correlation effects powder and it is much more time consuming, if possible at can be expected to depend on the zeolite topology, all, to make a sufficiently large crystal from which the connectivity and the number of sorption sites occupied by crystal structure can be determined. Falcioni and Deem the molecule, and KMC simulations provide a means of developed a Monte Carlo procedure to solve the structure studying and quantifying such effects. of the zeolite [**21]. The problem is to find the crystal
In the KMC simulations shown in Fig. 5 , moleculestructure that corresponds best to an experimental powder molecule interactions (attractive or repulsive forces) are diffraction pattern. Experimentally, it well known that, in not taken into account; such interactions can also be zeolites, the angles between three successive T-sites (posiincorporated into the KMC methodology [23] . With intions of the Si atoms in an all-silica zeolite) are clustered creased molecular loading, repulsive interactions have the around 109.58. Falcioni and Deem assumed that any new effect of enhancing the diffusivity and could provide an zeolite structure should have angles with a similar disexplanation for the many types of experimentally observed tribution. In a similar way, rules were deduced for the dependences of self-diffusivity on loading [24] . average bond distance and other properties of the strucCorrelated jumps of molecules have a more pronounced tures. These rules were translated into a pseudo-Hamiltoeffect on mixture diffusion; they tend to speed up the nian; this Hamiltonian has high values for those crystal slower molecule and slow down the molecule with a structures that do not resemble the characteristics of a zeolite and a low value for crystals that have zeolite-like characteristics. An additional term was added to this structural pseudo-Hamiltonian that indicated the difference between the experimental and the calculated X-ray powder pattern of the new crystal structure. Falcioni and Deem then assumed that the unknown zeolite structure corresponds to the structure that minimises this combined Hamiltonian. Various Monte Carlo rules were invented to change the crystal structure and a new structure was accepted or rejected using this pseudo-Hamiltonian, or effective force field. Since this pseudo-Hamiltonian has many local minima, the so-called advanced Monte Carlo methods were used to find the optimal structure. To test their method, Falcioni and Deem used the information of 32 zeolite structures to generate the pseudo-Hamiltonian. This information was sufficient to solve the structure of all fusivities (D*) of 2MH in silicalite at 300 K [22] .
zeolites that are perfect crystals. In practice, zeolites are never perfect and hardly ever contain silica only. Such an effect can, in principle, be taken into account in a molecular simulation, but it also requires experimental data on systems that have been carefully characterized.
Because of its course-grained character, kinetic Monte Carlo is an appropriate technique to study transport in zeolites for those system for which the diffusion is too slow to be studied using conventional molecular dynamics. An important prerequisite is that microscopic information on the hopping rates should be available. In most cases, experimental data will not be available and one has to use molecular simulations. In particular, the combination of rare event simulations with kinetic Monte Carlo appears to be a very promising route. silicalite-1 at 200 K in a binary mixture with a total loading of 12 molecules per unit cell.
